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Abstract

The Space Shuttle Orbiter will use Reaction Control System (RCS) jets for docking with the planned International Space Station (ISS). During approach and backout maneuvers, plumes from these jets could cause high pressure, heating, and thermal loads on ISS components. The object of this paper is to present comparisons of RCS plume flow fields used to calculate these ISS environments. Because of the complexities of 3-D plumes with variable scarf-angle and multi-jet combinations, NASA/JSC developed a plume flow-field methodology for all of these Orbiter jets. The RCS Plume Model (RPM), which includes effects of scarfed nozzles and dual jets, was developed as a modified source-flow engineering tool to rapidly generate plume properties and impingement environments on ISS components. This paper presents flow-field properties from four PRCS jets: F3U low scarf-angle single jet, F3F high scarf-angle single jet, DTU zero scarf-angle dual jet, and F1F/F2F high scarf-angle dual jet. The RPM results compared well with plume flow fields using four CFD programs: General Aerodynamic Simulation Program (GASP), Cartesian (CART), Unified Solution Algorithm (USA), and Reacting and Multi-phase Program (RAMP). Good comparisons of predicted pressures are shown with STS-64 Shuttle Plume Impingement Flight Experiment (SPIFEX) data.

Introduction

In May 1998 the first segment of the International Space Station (ISS), the Russian Functionalni Gruzdol Blok (FGB), is scheduled to be launched. About 5 years later, the entire 110 m x 75 m x 40 m ISS will be completely assembled. During build-up of this space station, Orbiter Primary and Vernier Reaction Control System (PRCS and VRCS, respectively) jet plumes will impinge upon ISS components while the Orbiter is docking, possibly causing high pressure and heating environments on critical components. One such build-up configuration is seen in Fig. 1 which shows the Orbiter docking at Pressurized Mating Adapter (PMA)-2 during ISS Flight 6A. High impingement environments could arise with the F1F/F2F plume impinging on the bottom of the P6 +x radiator or the F3U plume impinging on the P6 solar array and the Space Station Remote Manipulator System (SSRMS).

The methodology for evaluating Orbiter plumes and impingement effects on both Mir Space Station and ISS components has been underway at NASA/JSC for the past three years. This includes plume flow-field characteristic tests in the JSC Chamber A vacuum chamber12 and development of the RCS Plume Model (RPM)3-5 and the higher-fidelity CFD/DSMC model.6 For validation of the analytical models, plume impingement pressure, force, and heat flux data was obtained from Orbiter RCS jet firings from Shuttle Plume Impingement Flight Experiment (SPIFEX).7,9

Plume impingement heating environments to specific ISS components have been presented recently.10,11 An updated plume heating model for the continuum regime was presented a few months ago12 using the plumes discussed in the present paper. These heating environments were shown to vary as a function of distance between ISS docking ports, location in Orbiter approach cone, location along component, radius of component, and for solar arrays, the array feather angle.

The present paper focuses on the plume flow-field properties used to obtain the heating environments. These plumes were generated by both the engineering model (RPM) as well as by more exact CFD solutions. The remainder of the paper will include a description of the Orbiter jet locations and the PRCS jet coordinate system. A discussion of the SPIFEX configuration on which plume flow field and heating models were validated is also described. The flow-field methodology of the five types of plume programs considered will be briefly summarized, and results, including flow-field property contours and comparisons of properties between the methods, will be presented. In addition, comparisons of impingement pressure with SPIFEX data at the location of specific test points will be given.
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Orbiter Jet Locations and PRCS Coordinate System

A sketch of the Orbiter RCS jet locations and plume centerline firing directions is presented in Fig. 2. There are 38 870-lb thrust PRCS jets and six 24-lb thrust VRCS jets on the Orbiter (all using N₂O₄/monomethyl hydrazine as the propellant), as seen in this figure. Several of the PRCS jets on the forward module have a large scarf angle to conform to the contour of the Orbiter. These include the forward-firing jets (F1F, F2F, and F3F) with a nominal scarf angle of 65° and the downward-firing jets (F1D-F4D) with a nominal scarf angle of 59°. The upward-firing PRCS jets in the forward module (F1U, F2U, and F3U), together with two of the side-firing jets in this module (F1L and F2R) have a nominal scarf angle of 23°. The other two side-firing PRCS jets on the forward module (F3L and F4R) and the left and right-firing jets on either side of the tail (L1L-L4L and R1R-R4R) have a nominal scarf angle of 16°. The up-firing, down-firing, and aft-firing PRCS jets in the aft module all have a zero scarf angle.

The principal PRCS jet used for docking maneuvers is the F3U single jet. Whenever the forward-firing jets are used, they always fire together, producing the F1F/F2F dual-jet plume. Also, the up-firing, down-firing, or aft-firing jets on either side of the vertical tail fire together (e.g., R1U/L1U), producing a dual-jet plume. When the up-firing jets fire, this is referred to as the Dual-Tail-Up (DTU) jet. In addition, if the F3U jet fires while the DTU jet is firing, the jets fire in the "norm-z" mode with three intersecting plumes.

In Fig. 3, the Orbiter PRCS coordinate systems are shown for: (a) the single-jet, unscarfed nozzle; (b) the dual-jet, unscarfed nozzle; (c) the single-jet scarfed nozzle; and (d) a schematic of the Orbiter forward module showing the multiple-jet scarfed nozzles. From these figures, the scarf angle, \( \xi \), distance, \( r \), from nozzle exit to an object in the plume; azimuth angle, \( \theta \), from the centerline; clock angle, \( \phi \), around the nozzle; and thrust vector angle, \( \psi \), may be seen.

SPIFEX Configuration

Figure 4 presents a sketch of the equipment used for the SPIFEX operation. The experiment arm was mounted at the end of a 10-m long boom which was attached to the end of the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS). This figure shows the general position of the arm above the F3U jet plume. Two plates were on the experiment arm containing instrumentation - Load Measuring System (LMS) plate and Plume Impingement Characterization System (PICS) plate. Four heat flux sensors were on the LMS plate and three on the PICS plate. The PICS plate contained four pressure sensors (absolute and differential capacitance manometers and Sentran and Kistler gages). Pressure measurements could also be deduced by dividing the force measurement by the plate area. This SPIFEX data will be compared with impingement pressures obtained from plume flow fields discussed below.

Plume Flow-Field Methodology

This section discusses the plume flow-field methodology for the RPM code and the CFD programs: General Aerodynamic Simulation Program (GASP), Cartesian (CART) code, Unified Solution Algorithm (USA) program, and the Reacting and Multi-phase Program (RAMP). Plume runs were made with the RPM, GASP, CART, and RAMP codes, while the results of the USA code were furnished by Rockwell. The F3U plume was generated by the RPM, GASP, and RAMP codes, the F3F plume was run for the RPM and GASP codes, the DTU plume was predicted by RPM and GASP, and the F1F/F2F plume was generated by RPM, CART and USA.

RPM

The RPM code uses modified source flow relations to predict plume dynamic pressure for a nozzle for a given value of \( \xi \) as a function of \( r \), \( \theta \), \( \phi \), chamber pressure, ratio of specific heats, combustion efficiency, and limiting streamline angle. The relation between distances and angles is seen in Fig. 3. In RPM, the plume velocity is constant with azimuth angle in the inviscid core until the limiting streamline is reached, which divides the inviscid core and viscous boundary layer. The velocity decreases across the boundary layer to account for energy losses. Inside the shock interaction region of dual-jet plumes, RPM dynamic pressures are amplified by factors obtained from fits of CFD and DSMC solutions for the DTU plume. For the F1F/F2F plume, RPM dual-jet amplification factors were further adjusted based on SPIFEX data. The RPM model uses velocity and static pressure curve fits in the shock interaction region to envelope the region predicted by the CFD solutions (described below).

GASP and CART

The GASP code was used for the nozzles and plumes of the F3U zero scarf-angle (axisymmetric) jet, the F3U 22.7° scarf-angle jet, the F3F 65.0° scarf-angle jet, the
zero scarf-angle DTU jets, and the nozzle of the 64.8° scarf-angle F1F/F2F dual jet. Because of the extreme scarf angle coupled with the proximity of the nozzles to the Orbiter centerline, problems occurred in producing a grid of adequate quality using GASP for the F1F/F2F plume. Thus, the JSC CART code, a purely Cartesian flow solver that automatically clusters grid points to gradients in the flow field, was used for this plume.

The thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations were solved with the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model using a 500 K constant wall temperature. A finite-rate chemistry model with eleven species (CO, H₂, N₂, NO, O₂, OH, CO₂, H₂O, H, N, and O) was used with 86 reactions and vibrational equilibrium. By the time the flow had reached the nozzle exit, it was chemically frozen; hence, in the plume, the chemical reactions were disabled, and the flow was frozen along streamlines.

The initial conditions in the combustion chamber using GASP were based on results of the NASA/Lewis Chemical Equilibrium Composition (CEC) code" with a 2-temperature range curve-fit inside the nozzle and a single harmonic oscillator model in the plume for the thermodynamic properties. The flow solver used a Roe-averaging 3rd-order Monotone Upstream-centered Scheme for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) technique. The models used with the CART plume solution were similar to those used with GASP in the plume, except that the Van Leer flux calculation was used.

USA

With the USA code, the Navier-Stokes equations were solved with a finite volume scheme (same as with GASP). These equations result in five independent variables for 3-D calculations and four variables for axisymmetric/2-D calculations. The same 11 species and 86 reactions as used by GASP were used with the USA code with finite-rate chemistry in the nozzle and frozen flow in the plume. A modified Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model was used for the flow inside the axisymmetric and scarfed nozzles. For plume calculations with single and dual scarfed nozzles, the USA code used second-order accuracy (while the GASP code used third-order accuracy). The USA code used a 1-temperature curve-fit for thermodynamic properties for both the nozzle and plume. For the scarfed nozzle, the USA code had a 65° inclined plate blending into the Orbiter contour and turning 90° downward at the nose. This was in contrast to the 65° continuous flat plate for the CART and GASP solutions which did not follow the contour of the Orbiter near the nose. The flow-field output of the USA code was in Plot3d format. However, to be compatible with the CART solutions, the Plot3d format was changed to Tecplot format.

RAMP

The RAMP nozzle and plume code has the capability to run a reacting, 2-phase (gas-particle) solution using a shock-capturing finite-difference numerical operator with a variable oxidizer to fuel (O/F) distribution. For the axisymmetric PRCS solution for the F3U jet, an equilibrium/frozen single-phase (gas only) solution was used with the flow chemically frozen along streamlines downstream of the throat (similar to the GASP and USA solutions). A transonic solution with the wall geometry input both upstream and downstream of the throat, including throat radius of curvature, was used. A variable O/F ratio distribution was assumed in the nozzle and plume with an 11-point variation from O/F = 2.2 along the nozzle centerline to O/F = 0.8 at the wall where the MMH fuel is dumped.

The NASA/Lewis CEC code is run initially to obtain thermochemical properties for the RAMP nozzle solution. Then RAMP was run for inviscid flow inside the nozzle. The Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure - Version J (BLIMPJ) code was then run inside the nozzle to obtain the viscous boundary layer flow including displacement thickness along the wall. An assumed wall temperature distribution varying from 1303 K at the throat to 1234 K at the exit plane (0.236 m from the throat) was used. The RAMP code was then run for a modified nozzle wall with the BLIMPJ displacement thickness subtracted off the wall. The BLIMPJ code was run a second time to further adjust the wall boundary layer, and a combined inviscid/boundary layer start line at the exit plane was used for input to the RAMP plume run. This axisymmetric plume was thus used for the F3U plume comparison with RPM and GASP solutions.

Results

Plume Flow-field Contours

Figure 5 presents RPM-predicted dynamic pressure contours for the F3U single-jet plume with a 22.7° scarf angle as a function of distance along the Z-axis. In Fig. 5 (a) the contours are shown for the X-Z plane, and in Fig. 5 (b), they are shown for the Y-Z plane. It is seen that the X-Z plane contours are symmetric with respect to the X = 0 axis, while in Fig. 5 (b), the Y-Z contours are shifted slightly downward. Because of the closeness
of the flow-field properties in the two planes, properties from this RPM plume were compared with those of axisymmetric GASP and RAMP plumes. In Fig. 5 (b) several of the SPIFEX test points are shown, at which measured impingement pressures were used to compare with predicted values (discussed later).

In Fig. 6 the dynamic pressure contours are presented for the DTU dual-jet plume as computed by the RPM code. The X-Z view of Fig. 6 (a) shows the shock-interaction region in between these jets, the axes of which are separated by a distance of 6.8 m. The Y-Z view of Fig. 6 (b) shows a stagnation region, but not a shock interaction region. No significant SPIFEX data was taken for this plume.

Figure 7 presents the RPM contours of dynamic pressure for the F1F/F2F dual-jet plume. In Fig. 7 (a) the X-Z view shows the shock interaction region between these jets, the axes of which are separated by a distance of only 0.74 m. The effect of the high scarf angle may be seen in Fig. 7 (b) showing the thrust vector sloping downward to the right. In this plot, the actual Y-axis is the negative value of that shown in Figs. 3 (c) and 3 (d) such that the thrust vector is sloping upward, away from the Orbiter body. Several SPIFEX test points are also shown in this figure.

In Figs. 8 and 9 the RAMP and GASP F3U axisymmetric PRCS plume dynamic pressure contours are shown, respectively. A continuum flow line limits the GASP solution to about Z = 18 m on the axis. It is seen that the contour values are fairly close between the GASP and RAMP values, especially along the axis and compare well with the RPM contours in Fig. 5 (as discussed later). The presence of a reflected shock may be seen in both the RAMP and GASP plots.

Figure 10 presents the DTU plume contours of dynamic pressure in the Y-Z plane as computed by the GASP code. This plot represents a cut across the plume in the Z-direction at 12 m. The shock contour is shown in this figure, with a minimum value at Y = 0, increasing in the X-direction for higher values of Y. This dual-jet plume has two unscarf nozzles; hence, the flow variables for Y < 0 are the same as those for Y > 0. The center of a single jet may be seen at X = 3.4 m. The shock location compares favorably with that of the RPM DTU plot of Fig. 6 at the same location.

In Figs. 11, 12, and 13, F3F single-jet and F1F/F2F dual-jet plume contours are shown of density, velocity, and molecular weight, respectively, at Z = 2.0 m as a function of Y and X. The contours were computed by GASP for the F3F jet and by CART for the F1F/F2F jet. Both jets have the same high scarf angle (65°), and the F3F jet axis has been shifted over to X = 0.37 m to put it at the same location as the axis of one of the F1F/F2F jets. Figure 11 shows the shock location of the F1F/F2F dual jet which has a similar pattern to that of the DTU dual jet shown in Fig. 10. However, the F1F/F2F contours are not symmetric with respect to the Y = 0 axis like those of the DTU contours because of the high scarf angle of the F1F/F2F jet. The contours in Figs. 12 and 13 show the maximum values of velocity and molecular weight occurring at the axis (X = 0.37 m). In all three figures, the contours of the F3F and F1F/F2F plume (outside the shock) are comparable, in spite of the difference in the two codes.

**Distribution of Flow Properties**

In Fig. 14 the distribution of the F3U dynamic pressures along the plume axis is shown with a comparison of the RPM, RAMP, and GASP results interpolated from Figs. 5, 8, and 9, respectively. For values of Z > 1 m, the RPM dynamic pressures are slightly lower than the GASP values, which are slightly lower than the RAMP values. The RAMP and GASP curves show a shock structure for Z < 0.5 m (also seen in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively). This shock structure cannot be obtained from the RPM code since it is a modified source-flow code, and its solution actually starts at Z = 1 m.

The distribution of dynamic pressures across the F3U plume computed from GASP, RAMP, and RPM solutions is shown in Fig. 15 at Z = 10 m from the exit plane. All three predictions are close at low values of Y, with a deviation occurring at larger values of Y where the plume is more rarefied.

Figure 16 presents the GASP and RPM distribution of density across the F3F plume in the X-direction at Z = 12.5 m and Y = 1.0 m. The GASP and RPM values are very close for Z < 2 m, with GASP values above those of RPM from 2 to 9 m. The trend reverses itself at larger values of X. In Figs. 17 and 18, the GASP and RPM dynamic pressure and velocity distribution around the F3F plume is shown as a function of clock angle, φ, at Z = 12.5 m and θ = 36°. It is seen that the dynamic pressures are fairly close between the two methods, and the velocities are very close.

Figure 19 presents a comparison of density from the DTU plume as a function of X at Z = 18 m from the exit. It is seen that the RPM-predicted location of the
dual-jet shock at X = 1.7 to 2.2 m is very close to the prediction from GASP. The GASP values of density are slightly higher than those of RPM inside the shock and are slightly lower than those of RPM outside the shock (for X > 2.2 m).

In Fig. 20 the dynamic pressures from the CART, USA, and RPM codes are plotted for the F1F/F2F dual-jet plume as a function of Z along the X-Z plane of symmetry. All three of the curves are fairly close for Z > 2 m, with RPM generally the highest. There is a large difference between RPM and both CART and USA for Z < 2 m; however, no component of the ISS would be within 3 - 4 m of the exit of this plume because of the high heating rates at this distance. In the range of Z from 9 - 15 m, all three methods show very good correlation with SPIFEX data (described below).

Figure 21 shows a distribution of dynamic pressure across the F1F/F2F plume at Z = 2 m vs. X using CART, USA, and RPM. The CART and USA values are close inside the shock (X < 0.5 m), while the RPM predictions are generally in between the USA and GASP values for X > 1.5 m. In Fig. 22 a comparison of CART and RPM dynamic pressure for the F1F/F2F plume at Z = 5.0 m is shown as a function of Y along the plane of symmetry. The CART values are slightly higher than those of RPM except for Y < -4 m where the two methods are very close. The CART flow field was terminated for values of Y > 2.3 m.

SPIFEX Data Comparisons

Figure 23 presents a bar chart showing the comparison of impingement pressures measured by SPIFEX for the F3U jet with RPM, RAMP, and GASP predictions. In this and the next two figures, the SPIFEX pressures are the measured loads divided by the area of the LMS plate. Distances from the nozzle exit plane to the sensor, r, of 12.2 to 23.2 m are included in Fig. 23 at nominal azimuth angles, θ of 2° and 15°. The RPM values show excellent agreement with data. The RAMP and GASP values are slightly higher than the data. These impingement pressures are computed by adding the static pressure to the product of pressure coefficient times dynamic pressure. For GASP and RAMP, the pressure coefficient was taken to be 2.0; for RPM it is calculated and is always somewhat less than 2.0. No values for GASP are shown for r = 18.3 and 23.2 m since this is outside the computational domain.

In Fig. 24 a bar chart is presented showing the comparison of RPM and GASP predictions of impingement pressure with SPIFEX data for the F1F plume (same as F3F plume) as a function of clock angle, φ, around the nozzle. For most cases the RPM and GASP values are in good agreement with the data. Test points 56 and 126 show the SPIFEX data higher than either RPM or GASP predictions.

Figure 25 presents the RPM, CART, and USA predicted impingement pressures with SPIFEX measured pressure data for the F1F/F2F dual jet as a function of θ for φ = 180°. Three values of r are shown from 9.15 to 15.2 m. In most all cases, there is very good agreement between data and prediction by RPM and the two CFD codes.

Conclusions

This paper has presented sample plume flow fields from Orbiter PRCS jets. Examples were shown of plumes from low scarf-angle single jets, high scarf-angle single jets, zero scarf-angle dual jets, and high scarf-angle single jets. It was seen that results from the JSC RPM engineering model compare well with the flow fields generated from the higher-fidelity GASP, CART, USA, and RAMP CFD codes. The RPM predictions of impingement pressure were shown to compare very well with measured SPIFEX impingement pressures for the low scarf-angle F3U jets and reasonably well with the high scarf-angle F1F and F1F/F2F SPIFEX data. In summary, the plume flow fields from the RPM code appear to be validated satisfactorily to use in prediction of pressure and heating environments to space station components.
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Fig. 1 X-Z Plane View of International Space Station for Flight 6A

Fig. 2 Orbiter RCS Jet Locations and Plume Directions
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a) Coordinate System for Axisymmetric Jet

b) Coordinate System for Dual Jets

c) Coordinate System for Scarfed Jet

d) Schematic of Orbiter Forward Module

Fig. 3 Orbiter PRCS Jet Coordinate System

Fig. 4 Overview of Equipment Used for SPIFEX Operations
Fig. 5 RPM Dynamic Pressure Contours for F3U Single-Jet Plume

Fig. 6 RPM Dynamic Pressure Contours for DTU Dual-Jet Plume

Fig. 7 RPM Dynamic Pressure Contours for F1F/F2F Dual-Jet Plume
Fig. 8 RAMP Dynamic Pressure Contours (N/m²) for F3U Axisymmetric Plume in Y-Z Plane

Fig. 9 GASP Dynamic Pressure Contours (N/m²) for F3U Axisymmetric Plume in Y-Z Plane

Fig. 10 GASP Dynamic Pressure Contours (N/m²) for DTU Dual-Jet Plume in Y-X Plane (Z=12 m)

Fig. 11 Density Contours (N/m²) for F3F from GASP and for F1F/F2F from CART (Z=12.0 m)

Fig. 12 Velocity Contours (m/s) for F3F from GASP and for F1F/F2F from CART (Z=12.0 m)

Fig. 13 Molec. Wt. Contours for F3F from GASP and for F1F/F2F from CART (Z=12.0 m)
Fig. 14 GASP, RAMP, and RPM F3U Plume Dynamic Pressure vs Z Along Plume Axis

Fig. 15 GASP, RAMP, and RPM F3U Plume Dynamic Pressure vs Y for Z=10 m

Fig. 16 GASP and RPM F3F Plume Density vs X for Z = 12.5 m and Y=1.0 m

Fig. 17 GASP and RPM F3F Plume Dynamic Pressure vs φ at Z=12.5 m and θ=36°

Fig. 18 GASP and RPM F3F Plume Velocity vs φ at Z=12.5 m and θ=36°

Fig. 19 GASP and RPM DTU Plume Density vs X at Z=18 m
Fig. 20 CART, USA, and RPM F1F/F2F Plume Dynamic Pressure vs Z Along Plume Axis

Fig. 21 CART, USA, and RPM F1F/F2F Plume Dynamic Pressure vs X at Z = 2.0 m

Fig. 22 CART and RPM F1F/F2F Plume Dynamic Pressure vs Y at Z = 5.0 m

Fig. 23 SPIFEX, RPM, RAMP, and GASP F3U Impingement Pressure vs r for θ = 2° and 15°

Fig. 24 SPIFEX, RPM, and GASP F1F Impingement Pressure vs ϕ for r=15 m, θ = 36°

Fig. 25 SPIFEX, RPM, CART, and USA F1F/F2F Plume Impingement Pressure vs θ for r=9.2, 12.2, and 15.2 m